
by Daniel Palmer, writing for Coindesk

With Iran’s national currency, the rial, suffering from hyperinflation, some in

the nation are proposing locally mined cryptocurrency might be a way to fund

car imports.
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Bitcoin miners are finding it difficult to obtain next-generation application-

specific integrated circuit (ASIC) mining rigs after a number of firms have sold

out. Semiconductor goliaths like Samsung and TSMC have been struggling to

keep up with the demand that was sparked by the Covid-19 outbreak.

BITCOIN HASHRATE RAMPS TO 130 EXAHASH
AMID NEXT-GENERATION MINER SHORTAGE

by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors, representing regulators from all

U.S. states and territories, has launched a new regulatory framework for

payments and cryptocurrency companies.

49 US STATES UNVEIL UNIFIED
REGULATION FOR CRYPTOCURRENCY FIRMS

by Ledger Insights, writing
for by Ledger Insights

On 10 September 2020,

South Korean blockchain

firm ICONLOOP and job

search platform

SaraminHR announced th

e implementation of their

blockchain-based solution.

The partnership, which

began earlier this

year uses blockchain-

based decentralized

identity (DID) technology

for recruitment and

staffing to verify

candidates in several ways.

LARGEST KOREAN
JOB SITE ADOPTS
BLOCKCHAIN TO
VERIFY JOB
SEEKERS

by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
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The Thai central bank, Bank of Thailand, has launched a blockchain-enabled

platform for the issuance of government saving bonds. According to a press

release, 50 billion baht (approximately $1.6 billion) worth of government

savings bonds were sold over one week’s time.

THAI CENTRAL BANK’S NEW BLOCKCHAIN-
ENABLED BOND INFRASTRUCTURE PASSES
TEST WITH $1.6B BOND SALE
by Jaspreet Kalra, writing for Coindesk

by Liam Frost, writing for Decrypt

Ethereum miners' revenue from transaction fees has reached nearly $1 per

hour, says Glassnode. This coincides with Uniswap, a major DeFi platform,

launching its governance token UNI. However, this continues turning

Ethereum into a toy only the rich can afford, users and experts worry.

ETHEREUM MINERS EARN NEARLY $1
MILLION FROM FEES—IN ONE HOUR

by Ibiam Wayas, writing for Cryptopolitan

About $368.3 million was generated by Bitcoin miners as revenue last month.

Reportedly, this accounts for a 23.19 percent increase on a month-over-month

chart, as the miners made $300 million in revenue in July. This also represents

the highest revenue to be made by the crypto miners since June – in terms of

the transaction fees and block rewards.

AUGUST’S BITCOIN MINERS EARNED
CLOSE TO A WHOPPING $370 MILLION

by Helen Partz, writing for Cointelegraph

Graphic cards sales in Russia are surging amid an increase in remote work as well

as the apparent growth in cryptocurrency mining. According to several local

retailers like Citilink and Svyaznoy, crypto mining-related sales of graphic cards

in Russia notably surged in August 2020, Kommersant reported on Sept. 14.

CRYPTO MINING AND REMOTE WORK
DRIVE GPU SALES BOOM IN RUSSIA

by Turner Wright, writing
for Cointelegraph

The number of Bitcoin

ATMs (BTMs) has

jumped 87% in the past

year, from the 5,336

recorded in September

2019. The total number

of Bitcoin ATMs has

now passed 10,000

worldwide.

BITCOIN ATMS
SURGE BY 87%
IN PAST YEAR TO
SURPASS 10,000
GLOBALLY

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week HASHR8

Podcast discusses mining in

Kuwait, Kazakhstan, and

Paraguay with Bitcoin

miner, Guillermo Ruiz

Hernia. Listen to the

episode here.
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